Glossary of Terms
Abandoned Calls: In outbound teleservices, a call initiated by a predictive dialer that is
disconnected when no agent is available.
Abandonment Rate: Percent of callers who disconnect prior to talking with an agent. Calls handled
divided by calls offered.
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ACD Time: The time duration from the moment the agent answers the call to the moment either the
customer or the agent disconnects the phone is called the ACD time.
Affiliates: A collective term that refers to all of a Seller’s subsidiaries, divisions, and/or affiliates.
Affirmative Consent: A customer’s agreement through opt in to receive certain kinds of information.

Outbound Services

Agent: The person who handles incoming or outgoing calls. Also frequently referred to as TSR
(Telephone Sales/Service Rep.) or CSR (Customer Service/Sales Rep.) or CSP (Customer Service/Sales
Professional).

Appointment Setting
Lead Generation

Agent Group: A group of customer service agents who share common sets of skills, which enables
them to handle the complaints of similar nature. This is also called a split, gate, team or a skill group.

Tele-Selling

Agent Status: The mode an agent is in (Talk Time, Wrap Up, Pause Time, Unavailable, etc.).

Seminar Booking

Agent Turnover: The total number of agents that leave(resign or get terminated) divided by the total
number of agents.

Client Reactivation

Automatic Number Identification (ANI): The telephone network feature that allows the transmission
of the ten digit area code and telephone number of the originating telephone to the receiving
telephone line. Telephone lines and handsets subscribing to “Caller I.D.” are able to view the ANI of
the calling party.
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Automatic Telephone Dialing System / Autodialer: Equipment which has the capacity to store or
produce telephone numbers to be called using a random or sequential number generator and to
dial such numbers.
Average Time to Abandonment: The average time that callers wait in queue before abandoning.
The calculation considers only the calls that abandon.
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Benchmarking: A benchmark is a standard that provides a measuring-stick for relative performance.
Benchmarking is critical to formulating a knowledge-based plan of action to achieve objectives.
Blended Agent: A agent who has been trained to move back and forth between inbound and
outbound calls in such a way that each call may be either inbound or outbound depending on
what is occurring in the call center at thatm point in time.
Blended Center: A call center that conducts programs that process both inbound and outbound
call activity at the same agent station/desktop.
Branding: Branding is effectively what the product of a particular company promises and advertises
itself to be. Customer calls, advertising and even invoicing are decisively brand moments. The
company must ensure that their customers must have the same brand experience even when they
call up at the call center. In other words, the call center agent must mirror the brand promise.
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Business to Business (B-to-B): Marketing business products to other business enterprises for use in
business situations.
Business to Consumer (B-to-C): Marketing business products to consumers.

Call Blending: Normally call center have a separate agent groups for managing inbound and

. outbound calls. But when there is a huge incoming volume of calls, the call blending phone system
automatically puts the outbound agents into the inbound mode as required, to keep the call load
at a constant level.
Call Center/Contact Center: The term ‘call center’ generally refers to a group of individuals who
cater to making and attending calls to or from customers or prospective customers dealing with but
not limited to customer service, support, reservations and or sales calls. Normally a phone system
with an ACD is an integral part of a call center. This term now includes interactions beyond the
phone such as email and web chat.
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Calls in Queue: A real-time report that refers to the number of calls received by the ACD system but
not yet connected to an agent.
Campaign: Outbound Sales Calls completed by a Seller (and/or by one or more of a Seller’s Service
Bureaus) to a specific group of Consumers in which the same or similar goods or services are offered
for sale. A Campaign may have a specific beginning and ending date, or it may, where a Seller
and/or its Service Bureau’s are offering one product (or set of products) on a regular, ongoing basis,
have no specific beginning and ending date.
Client – Seller: Where a Seller hires a Service Bureau, that Seller is, in relation to the Service Bureau, a
“Client- Seller.”

Lead Generation
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Cold Call: An Outbound Sales Call by a Seller (or its Service Bureau) to a Consumer who has not
provided express permission for the call, and who is not an Existing Customer, a Former Customer,
and/or who is not an Inquiring Consumer.
Commission: A bonus some agents receive on a sale. It could also be in reference to the Federal
Trade Commission and/or the Federal Communications Commission.

Client Reactivation
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Company-specific Do Not Call Lists: Company specific do not call lists contain the names of people
who have asked not to be contacted by telephone by specific companies. Under the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act of 1991, most companies doing business over the phone are required to
keep such lists and honor the customer’s
request.
Consumer / Customer: Any person who is or may be required to pay for goods or services offered
through a call center.
Contact Center/Call Center: A facility designed to support customers using the telephone as well as
other contact channels. A contact center may receive inbound calls, make outbound calls, receive
or send email, white mail, fax or support chat, VOIP or other communication mediums employed by
customers or prospects.
Conversion Rate: Orders (sales) divided by the total leads used (TLU). It is measured as a percentage
and is usually the critical measure of performance for telemarketing campaigns, especially those
where the compensation is organized around the PI rate (cost per order) rather than an hourly rate.
Also referred to as SPC (sales per contact) and calculated as: sales divided by contacts (where
contact is defined as dialogue with the prospect)
Customer Relationship Management (CRM): The strategies, processes, people and technologies
used by companies to successfully attract and retain customers for maximum corporate growth and
profit. CRM initiatives are designed with the goal of meeting customer expectations and needs in
order to achieve maximum customer lifetime value and return to the enterprise. As a primary sales,
service and retention touch point for many companies, the Contact Center is a critical component
of a successful CRM strategy.
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Customer Service Representative (CSR): Customer Service Representatives (CSR) answer consumer
questions and resolve customer problems.
Decision Maker: The person with the authority to make a buying decision.

Dedicated Environment: A call center environment where the agent’s are assigned to work on only
one client program. They continue to work on that program exclusively for as long as the campaign
remains active. There are varying degrees of dedication. The highest level of dedication would not
only have the agent’s dedicated to a single campaign, but would have the rest of the call center
management and staff primarily dedicated. The goal in this case would be to have no other
programs running simultaneously in the call center.
Dialed Number Identification Service (DNIS): Technology that recognizes which phone number the
caller has dialed to reach the call center, thereby allowing the agent to know in advance which
promotion the caller is responding to.
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DNC: Do Not Call but often incorrectly used to mean: No Sales Solicitation
DNC Registry: A U.S. federal service where consumers can provide phone numbers that
telemarketers are prohibited from calling in most circumstances.
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Do-Not-Call Requirements: Requirements under the TCPA, Federal/State DNC and Telephone Sales
Rule that require marketers to maintain lists of customers who have asked not to be called in the
future and to purge those records from future telemarketing campaigns.
Established Business Relationship: A prior or existing relationship formed by a voluntary two-way
communication between a person or entity and a residential subscriber with or without an
exchange of consideration, on the basis of the subscriber’s purchase or transaction with the entity
within the eighteen (18) months immediately preceding the date of the telephone call or on the
basis of the subscriber’s inquiry or application regarding products or services offered by the entity
within the three months immediately preceding the date of the call, which relationship has not been
previously terminated by either party. (i) The subscriber’s seller-specific do-not-call request, as set
forth in paragraph (d)(3) of this section, terminates an established business relationship for purposes
of telemarketing and telephone solicitation even if the subscriber continues to do business with the
seller. (ii) The subscriber’s established business relationship with a particular business entity does not
extend to affiliated entities unless the subscriber would reasonably expect them to be included
given the nature and type of goods or services offered by the affiliate and the identity of the
affiliate.
Fax on Demand: A system that enables callers to request documents, using their telephone keypads.
The selected documents are delivered to the fax numbers they specify.
Federal Communication Commission (FCC): The FCC in the United States is a federal agency tasked
with regulating all forms of interstate and international communication.
Federal Trade Commission (FTC): The FTC in the United States enforces a variety of federal antitrust
and consumer protection laws for the purpose of encouraging free enterprise and prevent restraint
of trade and monopolies.
Fixed-Length Fields: Data records in which each piece of data starts in the position regardless of
how long the previous data components are. (Example: The name always starts in position 1 and
there are 30 positions available to record the name. The address always starts at position 31 and also
runs for 30 positions even if the name only uses 15 of the 30 available positions.)

Fulfillment services : A company that provides facilities, systems, and personnel to process mail,
package products, or perform other customer requests for a marketer. Fulfillment services
companies may be stand-alone providers or may provide integrated services including call center,
database, list or other marketing support services.
Gatekeeper: A person who intercepts calls made to a decision maker for the purpose of qualifying
their importance and relevance to the needs of the decision maker and the business enterprise.
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Historical Reports: Reports that track call center and agent performance over a period of time.
Historical reports are generated by ACDs, third party ACD software packages, and peripherals such
as VRU’s and Call Detail Recording Systems. The amount of history that a system can store varies by
system.

Hot Transfer: Technology that allows an agent to transfer a customer call to another person, usually
with all of the data as well as the voice portion of the communication intact.
Inbound Center: A contact center that receives and processes inbound transactions. Inbound
centers may handle traditional telephone activity as well as email, chat, white mail and other
functions for sales, service, retention, research, data collection or other applications.
Incoming Call/Inbound Calls: Calls initiated by a customer and received by agents on the
telephone extensions are termed as ‘Incoming Calls’ or ‘Inbound Calls’.
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Interactive Voice Response (IVR): Any system that allows a Consumer to make a selection or submit
information, via Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency (touchtone) and/or voice recognition technologies, from
a set of predetermined prerecorded and/or artificial voice menus or prompts.
Landline: A colloquial name for conventional telephone facilities. Land lines include conventional
twisted-pair lines, carrier facilities, and microwave radio facilities for supporting a conventional
telephone channel, but do not include satellite links or mobile telephone links using radio
transmissions (see Wireless Communication Device.)
Lead Generation: In either inbound or outbound teleservices, the process of gathering information
from a prospect or customer in order to qualify and score the opportunity for future follow-up.
Subsequent follow-ups may be conducted via face-to-face, telephone, e-mail, mailer other
method.
Lead Qualification: The process of qualifying suspected prospects for a product or service while
generating sufficient interest to warrant a follow-up contact.
List Managers: List managers are companies and individuals who compile, update, manage and
rent information including names, addresses, phone numbers and other data for use by direct
marketers, teleservices marketers and others wishing to prospect to those names or update
databases. Lists are typically segmented by business and consumer listings and compiled through a
variety of sources. Vertical lists are those compiled from a specific industry or source where the
source is disclosed. Compiled lists are those assembled from a variety of sources (often public
information) where the specific source is not known. Telephone data append and other services are
provided by list management companies and telephone data providers.
List Penetration: A call center metric that measures the percentage of the list universe that has
achieved a final resolution in other words Universe divided by records with a final disposition.
List Suppression: Flagging customer records to remove them from the general calling campaign.
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Live-chat: A method of responding to customer’s questions and needs in-real time through the use
of recent internet “chat” technology. Customer service representatives respond directly to
customers through the use of online computer chat software.
Local Area Network (LAN): A group of computers connected to each other through a networking
protocol (such as Ethernet, Novell, etc.) such that they can communicate and share resource with
one another.
Manned: An agent who is logged into the telephone system at the call center is called manned.
When manned, agents can be in the Available, Not Ready, ACD, or Non- ACD states.
Manual Dialing: Placing a Call making use of a standalone telephonic device that requires the
individual placing the Call to manually press (or enter via a keyboard) the digits necessary to place
the Call.
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Monitoring: Monitoring is a quality function used within contact centers to assure quality
communications, coach and counsel telephone agents and identify opportunities for operating and
marketing improvements. This can be done in 3 ways: 1) Silent: The agent does not know that he is
being observed. 2) Side by Side: The person who does the monitoring, sits next to the executive and
sees how well he attends to the calls. 3) Record and Review: The calls are recorded and are then
reviewed by a group of people who assess them.

Monitoring Metrics: A measure established by the call center applied to individuals or teams to
weigh their effectiveness in giving satisfaction to customers is called ‘monitoring metrics’. This is
measured with the help of the monitoring data.
No Rebuttal Laws: If a consumer states that they are not interested in the product or service as
offered or wishes to discontinue the call at any time, the seller must discontinue the call.
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Outbound Services

Normal Business Hours: Where Sellers and Service Bureaus are required to transmit a telephone
number to Consumers under these Standards, such Sellers and Service Bureaus should ensure that
any Inbound Calls generated are answered during Normal Business Hours, defined as follows: 9 AM
to 5 PM in the time zone of the Consumer making the Call. All Sellers and Service Bureaus shall
ensure that, at a minimum, there is parity between the hours during which Outbound Sales Calls are
made into a given area code and the hours during with Inbound Calls from Consumers are
accepted.
On Hold Service: Music and announcements provided for the enjoyment and/or information of
customers who are waiting to be attended to by the next available telephone representative. “On
hold service” can be purchased by a company wishing to provide that service to its customers.
Opt-In: A caller’s expression of affirmative consent based upon a specific act of the caller.
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Opt-Out: An opportunity for customers to request that their names not be shared with other
companies for marketing purposes.
Outbound Telephone Call: A telephone call initiated by a telemarketer to induce the purchase of
goods or services, to solicit a charitable donation, to conduct a survey, to provide information or for
resolution to a service problem to name a few.
Overflow: Calls that flow from one group or site to another. More specifically, Intraflow happens
when calls flow between agent groups and Interflow is when calls flow out of the ACD to another
site.
Performance-Based Pricing: A synonym for working on a PI basis where you pay a negotiated
commission for orders received in good order at your fulfillment center.
Permission to Continue Laws: This law states that a sales representative may only continue a sales
presentation if the prospect gives permission, or otherwise shows strong interest in what is being sold.
Predictive Dialer: Any technology that has the capacity to store and automatically call a list of predefined telephone numbers and that has the capability of screening out no-answers, busy signals,
answering machines and disconnected numbers while at the same time predicting at what point a
Service Rep will be available to handle the next call to be dialed.

Voice Broadcasting

Preview Dialer: A software-based system that has the capacity to store telephone numbers and
deliver those numbers to a Service Rep’s computer in a manner that provides the Service Rep with
the option of instructing the software program to generate an Outbound Call to a Consumer.

Data Entry

Privacy: The appropriate use of personal information.
Privacy Manager: Technology that intercepts calls that do not have ANI’s attached and asks the
caller to identify themselves before the call rings at the called parties location.
Qualifiers: Qualifiers are questions answered in the affirmative used in a sales presentation, which are
designed to capture information from a prospect to assist the sales agent in presenting appropriate
information and closing a sale.
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Quality Assurance: A quality-management strategy that attempts to ensure the quality of each call
by identifying positive behavior and rewarding it.
Queue: A set of Consumers waiting on hold in a manner in which the first Consumer to be placed on
hold is the first Consumer to be forwarded to a live Service Rep (or forwarded for other purposes.)
Call centers rely upon automatic call distributors (ACDs) to create such Queues.

Real-Time Data: Information on current conditions. Some “real-time” information is real-time in the
strictest sense (e.g., calls in queue and current longest wait). Some real time reports require some
history (e.g., the last x calls or x minutes) in order to make a calculation (e.g., service level and
average speed of answer). See Screen Refresh.
Remote Agents :A remote agent is someone who works outside of the actual office or call center
while maintaining real time telephone and computer access to information required to process
contacts (i.e. phone calls, email, etc.).
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Remote Monitoring: The process of listening to and evaluating phone calls without being noticed by
either the agent or the customer on the other end of the phone.
Response Rate: A measure of productivity that is often used interchangeably with conversion rate
but can also be used to mean the number of respondents divided by the entire universe of names
available, not just the leads used.
Response Time: The time it takes the call center to respond to transactions that do not have to be
handled when they arrive (e.g., correspondence or e-mail). See Service Level.
Retention Rate: In teleservices human resource management terms; the percentage of a
company’s employees that remain with the company during the course of a year. Conversely, the
churn or turnover rate is the percentage of employees who will leave within the course of a year.
Role-Playing: A training technique that involves agent’s and trainer’s acting out the parts of callers
and customers for the purpose of gaining comfort with the dialogue associated with the script.
Sales per Hour: Sales per hour is the average number of sales a caller makes in an hour. To find sales
per hour, divide total sales by calling hours. The Sales per hour number is one of the key metrics used
in the measurement of an agent’s success as well as the overall success of a sales campaign.

Client Reactivation
SAN: A Subscriber Account Number that is issued to entities that purchase or otherwise download
National DNC Registry numbers.
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Script/Call Guide: In either inbound or outbound teleservices, a script or call guide refers to the
written presentation or outline of the verbiage a representative uses in conversation with a customer
or prospect. Call Guides may be designed in such a way as to be delivered verbatim, semiverbatim, bulleted or free form depending on a company’s business philosophy or program
requirements.
Scrubbing: A process that utilizes database merging and purging techniques to electronically
remove DNC numbers from a list of telephone numbers.
Seller: An entity that provides, offers to provide, or arranges for others to provide goods or services to
Consumers in exchange for consideration; a Seller may make Outbound Calls and/or accept
Inbound Calls on its own behalf or may hire a Service Bureau for these purposes.
Service Level: The percentage of incoming calls that are answered within a specified threshold; X%
of calls answered in Y seconds. X and Y are user-defined parameters.
Service Provider: An entity that is hired by a Seller and/or a Service Bureau to provide to the Seller
and/or Service Bureau information, technology, products, or services in connection with Inbound
and Outbound Calls (e.g., list brokers; predictive dialer vendors; DNC compliance vendors.)
Standard Industrial Code (SIC): A numerical coding system devised by the government to classify
business by the nature of the business activity.
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State-based Do Not Call Lists: A practice in which states maintain a blanket list of those wishing to
avoid unsolicited calls. Telemarketers are prohibited by law from calling individual who’s names are
on the do not call list (DNC).
Survey: A question or series of questions delivered to a random sampling of Consumers drawn from a
larger identifiable population for the purpose of collecting information that will be used in the
context of statistical research.

Talk Time: In either inbound or outbound, talk time represents the average amount of time per call
the representative spends on the phone either handling a customer inquiry or making a
presentation.
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Telemarketing : A plan, program, or campaign which is conducted to induce the purchase of goods
or services or a charitable contribution, by use of one or more telephones and which involves more
than one interstate telephone call. The term does not include the solicitation of sales through the
mailing of a catalog which: contains a written description or illustration of the goods or services
offered for sale; includes the business address of the seller; includes multiple pages of written
material or illustrations; and has been issued not less frequently than once a year, when the person
making the solicitation does not solicit customers by telephone but only receives calls initiated by
customers in response to the catalog and during those calls takes orders only without further
solicitation. For purposes of the previous sentence, the term “further solicitation” does not include
providing the customer with information about, or attempting to sell, any other item included in the
same catalog which prompted the customer’s call or in a substantially similar catalog.
Telemarketing Sales Rule (TSR): Regulations written by the FTC (Federal Trade Commission) to
implement the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Protection Act of 1994.
Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (TCPA): The first federal law designed to regulate the
activities of legitimate telemarketing organizations.
Telephone Service Representative (TSR): A general term for an employee of a call center that
handles telephone calls. Also referred to as, but not limited to, agent, attendant, customer service
representative (CSR), operator, rep, or representative.
Telephone Solicitation :The initiation of a telephone call or message for the purpose of encouraging
the purchase or rental of, or investment in, property, goods, or services, which is transmitted to any
person, but such term does not include a call or message: (i) To any person with that person’s prior
express invitation or permission; (ii) To any person with whom the caller has an established business
relationship; or (iii) By or on behalf of a tax-exempt nonprofit organization.
Teleservices Provider: Teleservices providers are companies that provide teleservices, whether those
services include telemarketing (inbound or outbound) or customer service. Many provide custom
teleservices-that is, they operate call centers on behalf of other companies.
Third Party Verification (TPV): After a representative completes certain transactions an independent
outside verifier to authenticate the validity of the order being processed which meets a pre-defined
criteria/criterion.
Toll Free Service: Enables callers to reach a call center out of the local calling area without incurring
charges. 800, 866, and 888 service is toll-free. In some countries, there are also other variations of tollfree service. For example, with 0345 or 0645 services in the United Kingdom, callers are charged local
rates and the call center pays for the long distance charges.
Training The process of teaching people to accomplish the task of speaking with callers in such a
way that the goals of the program can be achieved.
Turnover Rate Turnover (or churn) rate is the rate at which employees enter and leave a company.
The more loyal employees are to a firm, the lower the turnover rate. A 100 percent turnover rate
from year to year means that as many people left the company as were hired.
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Upsell: The solicitation of the purchase of goods or services following an initial interaction and/or
transaction during a single telephone call. The upsell should be treated as if it were in effect a
separate Outbound Sales Call, not a continuation of the initial interaction or transaction. In an
Outbound Sales Call, an Upsell only occurs where a Service Rep completes a sale to a Consumer,
and then attempts to encourage or induce the Consumer to make an additional purchase. In all
other types of Calls, an Upsell occurs following the initial transaction or interaction for which the call
was generated.
Voicebroadcasting Announcement: A pre-recorded message or announcement that is played to
live callers or their voicemails. Voicebroadcasting can reach thousands within minutes.

Virtual Call Centers: A virtual call center is made possible by telecommunication and Internet
technology. Virtual call center employees use the Internet to work from their own homes or decentralized locations.
Visible Queue: When caller know how long the queue that they just entered is, and how fast it is
moving (e.g., they hear a system announcement that relays the expected wait time). See Invisible
Queue.
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Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP): VoIP is a term used for a set of facilities designed to manage the
delivery of voice information using Internet Protocol. In general, this means sending voice
information in inconspicuous digital form rather than in the traditional circuit-committed protocols of
the public switched telephone network (PSTN). A major advantage of VoIP and Internet telephony is
that it eliminates ordinary toll charges.
Voice Response Unit (VRU): Also called Interactive Voice Response Unit (IVR) or Audio Response Unit
(ARU). A VRU responds to caller entered digits or speech recognition in much the same way that a
conventional computer responds to keystrokes or clicks of a mouse. When the VRU is integrated with
database computers, callers can interact with databases to check current information (e.g.,
account balances) and complete transactions (e.g., make transfers between accounts).
Voicemail: Any system set up by a Seller or a Service Bureau wherein one outgoing message is
delivered to a Consumer and the Consumer is provided the opportunity to leave one message on
the system (contrast with IVR System which provides for interaction between a Consumer and the
System, and an Answering Machine which is a message device used by a Consumer.)
Web Callback: Web callback is a feature that enables a consumer visiting a company’s website to
schedule a time at which a company sales or service representative can call back. The consumer
also leaves a phone number and, sometimes, the reason for the appointment. The
representative then calls at the allotted time, when both parties are prepared.
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Web-Enabled Center: A call center is web-enabled if it can conduct business, be it customer service
or sales, through various Internet features. Such features include correspondence via e-mail,
cooperative browsing, and live web chat wherein call center representatives answer various
questions for consumers online in real time.
Wrap-up Time: The time in which the agent is completing the call (after the prospect has
disconnected from the call) This time is used to finalize comments, send on the spot emails & faxes.

